Brain dynamic changes associated with schizophrenia are largely equivocal, with interpretation complicated by many factors, such as the presence of therapeutic agents and the complex nature of the syndrome itself. Evidence for a brain-wide change in individual network oscillations, shared by all patients, is largely equivocal, but stronger for lower (delta) than for higher (gamma) bands. However, region-specific changes in rhythms across multiple, interdependent, nested frequencies may correlate better with pathology. Changes in synaptic excitation and inhibition in schizophrenia disrupt delta rhythm-mediated cortico-cortical communication, while enhancing thalamocortical communication in this frequency band. The contrasting relationships between delta and higher frequencies in thalamus and cortex generate frequency mismatches in inter-regional connectivity, leading to a disruption in temporal communication between higher-order brain regions associated with mental time travel.
Introduction
Schizophrenia is considered by many to be a state of 'fractured mind', with many researchers refining this definition in terms of pathological alterations in brain connectivity [1, 2] . Collectively, the results of such studies do not point to a single, unequivocal difference: the situation is complicated by the different antipsychotic regimens used in different patients, the evolving nature of the syndrome, and the heterogeneity of symptom type, load, and putative precipitating factors. In addition, diverse brain-imaging techniques lead to diverse conclusions, perhaps owing to the highly dynamic nature of brain connectivity itself. Functional interactions between regions have been shown to alter in a state-and task-dependent manner more rapidly than the temporal resolution of current fMRI techniques [3] . Therefore, to understand brain-wide network activity changes, we need to first consider the dynamics of small, local populations of neurons: local network oscillations have been shown to provide a substrate for a rich and labile set of functional connectivity motifs based on dynamic interactions between the same and different frequencies (Box 1). Establishing functional connectivity using multiple frequency bands concurrently is a ubiquitous feature of cortical activity ('spectral processing' [4] ), but makes interpretation of functional connectivity data difficult, not least when attempting to extrapolate between biochemical processes underlying a specific rhythm and suspected primary pathology in schizophrenia. However, in some cases, the relationships, both dynamic and mechanistic, between concurrently expressed network oscillations are sufficiently deterministic to allow the correlation of molecular pathology with largescale brain activity. In this review, we consider the pitfalls of looking at single network oscillations in single regions and then attempt to reconcile them by considering broader, pathway-specific cross-frequency activity patterns converging on a derangement of large-scale dynamic connectivity favouring thalamocortical over cortico-cortical pathways in schizophrenia.
Trends
Evidence for a brain-wide, syndromewide deficit in higher frequency [particularly gamma (30-80 Hz)] network oscillations in schizophrenia is equivocal.
Evidence for changes in lower frequency (delta/theta) network oscillations is stronger, but also plagued by inconsistencies. Different oscillations are generated by different underlying mechanisms in different brain areas and can even emerge through different mechanisms in the same brain area.
Region-specific differences in the interdependence of, and dynamic relationship between, different frequency bands complicate interpretation of non-invasive recordings in schizophrenia.
The variability in clinical electrophysiological findings likely represents a move away from spatiotemporally balanced network oscillations to a state where bias exists through regional deficits (e.g., for delta rhythms in neocortex) and enhancements (e.g., delta rhythms in thalamic nuclei).
